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BERNINA Embroidery Software 8 – Update 1
Dear BERNINA Partner,
 
We are pleased to inform you about the first update of BERNINA Embroidery Software 8. It has taken a long time, but now it is
finally here. BERNINA has tested the software extensively in the field to detect and correct issues like the previous activation
issue. Now we are confident to have developed a firm and reliable version, which will give you and your customers a lot of
pleasure.
 
The V8 Update 1, also called V8.1, provides the following new features: The software is compatible with Windows 7/8/10 and
now also with 4K screens. In addition to the many improvements, it includes new CorelDRAW Graphics Suite SE, the Midi
hoop and a program to transfer the license from one computer to another.
 
To ensure that BERNINA is able to provide the best possible support for its customers during the market launch, this update
will initially be available on the product website as a manual download (from November 20, 2017) and will later become
available via the automatic download function (further information will follow).
 
Offer for a limited period

Painter Essentials Version 5
Corel offers the software Painter Essentials V5 for a
limited time to BERNINA Embroidery Software customers
as a bonus to the V8 Update 1 launch. It can be
downloaded free of charge from the BERNINA website.
The Painter is used to refresh photos or images, before
they are printed on the fabrics.

 
The most important innovations at a glance

CorelDRAW Graphics Suite SE
Edit your images with the help of the latest graphic
tools.
 
In this V8 update the CorelDRAW Essentials X6 is
replaced by the new CorelDRAW Graphics Suite SE that
is compatible with Windows 10 and 4K.

Compatible with Windows 10 and 4K Screens 
Tiny icons will now be displayed large on high
resolution screens.
 
In Windows 10, the icon display size is automatically
adjusted to the screen. In this update, the embroidery and
graphics software as well as the ADX interface have been
made compatible with this new scaling function. 
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License Transfer Transfer your license from one
computer to another due to the new RUS tool.
 
Due to the new RUS tool the license can be transferred
from one computer to another in 3 simple steps: 1) Obtain
identity from the new PC, 2) Get the license  from the old
PC and 3) Transfer license to the other PC. Activated
licenses can only be transferred, but not deactivated.
 
The RUS tool and detailed instructions are included in the
update or can be found on the website.

Knife
Does not only cut areas, but also lines apart.
The knife function has been revised and improved both in
the embroidery and in the graphics software. The knife
separates areas and lines.

Other improvements

Trims and Machine File Output
In the V8 the machine file EXP has been supplemented
with the trim command (> 2 mm), so that designs can
also be stitched out on the BERNINA E16 multi-needle
embroidery machine. Due to the "Always Trim" functions
additional trims (≤ 2 mm) can be added, but not removed.
It is applied, for example, to small or narrow fonts, where
every letter is to be cut.
 
Now the EXP format includes trims. By means of ADX you
simply determine whether or not trims are contained in the
file. EXP and ART provide trims. DECO, Serial Port and
Direct Connect with EConPC do not comprise trims,
which ensures the compatibility with bernette and
BERNINA machines that cannot process the trim
command.

Artistic View
The artistic view has been optimized to show the
embroidery design as it is stitched out. In all previous
versions, the connecting stitches were always hidden, for
example in fonts. Since you can now cut them with
"Always cut threads", it was necessary to adjust the
display accordingly. Now you see what you get.

Color FilmThe color film window can be pinned down.
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Thumbnails 
The thumbnails preview in the embroidery design library
has been improved. The embroidery information is
displayed for the native formats (EXP, EMB, ART, JAN).
Foreign formats do not have any stitch information and are
displayed as thumbnails only in the preview, unless their
file extensions are assigned to other programs.

Software Activation and Encryption
In V8, the physical dongles from previous versions have
been replaced by software-based product keys to make
the trial software available. In this update encryption
mechanisms have been revised to remove the activation
and HASP driver issues.

Product Information
On the product packaging the update 1 has the following distinguishing features to the previous version. The packaging has a
new Corel logo, a new bar code and a new system requirement printed. For MAC compatibility, Paralles and VMWare Fusion
have been removed to allow remote support access directly to the customer's computer. The card with the product key
remains unchanged.

The red USB stick with the installation is replaced by a
black one, so that the latest version is easily recognized.

Important: Customers who have already purchased the old version (red USB) should download the new software directly
from the BERNINA website and not from the red USB; otherwise the activation issue may occur. The existing product key can
be used to register and activate the product.
 
Installation of the „Automatic Update”
Customers who already own the V8 do not need to buy a new V8 software, but receive this update free of charge as an
automatic update. The download size is about 1.3 GB.

Update Available
As soon as the V8 is started and an Internet connection
exists, a pop-up "Update available" appears. Confirm with
"Yes" to download and install the update.

Under Details, the release notes can be viewed beforehand.
Improvements, installation instructions and troubleshooting
instructions are described there.
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CorelDRAW Installation
During the installation process, the old CorelDRAW
Essentials X6 version is uninstalled and the new CorelDRAW
Graphics Suite SE version is installed.

CorelDRAW Registration
Important for a successful installation is an active Internet
connection, the registration of the new Corel version and
the confirmation of the email address, when the
registration window appears. Only then is it possible to
use CorelDRAW over the Artwork Canvas.
 
 
CorelDRAW Compatibility
With the latest update, the V8 is no longer compatible with
the graphics software CorelDRAW Essentials X6, but only
with the new CorelDRAW Graphics Suite SE.

CorelDRAW Graphics Suite X8 is compatible with the
latest V8. The CorelDRAW X8 Trial Version, CorelDRAW
Graphics Suite 2017, CorelDRAW X7, and X6 are not
compatible.

Installation of the V8 Update and Upgrade Version
For an update or upgrade, the user does not need to install the old software version. The old dongle is only needed to transfer
the license to the new software. It is then deleted because the license is only valid for one user. If you are not sure whether
your dongle still works, you can check it with the dongle checker.
 
The user starts directly with the V8 installation and inserts the dongle only, after having been prompted. When the dongle is
plugged in, the license is transferred.  The initially disabled license on the activation server will be released for further updates
and upgrades. Since the license is now enabled on the server, another computer can be activated without using the old
dongle anymore.
 
The full, update and upgrade versions have 3 licenses each. The user is allowed to install 2 licenses on 2 computers, but only
use one computer at a time. The third license is in case a computer breaks down before the user can transfer the license to
the new computer.
 
Customers with DesignerPlus V5 / V6 / V7 must buy the V8 update. The V8 upgrade is for customers who have a EditorLite
V5 or a EditorPlus V5 / V6 / V7.

V8 ARTlink
V8 ARTlink has been comprehensively revised. The software is now also updateable and 4K compatible. New features like
feedback reporter, exporting and saving designs, hoop template, print options and auto. start and end have been added as
new positioning aids.
 
V8 Trial Version
The free trial software has been improved so that every time you start up a dialog box appears which shows the countdown
and a link to the dealer search to buy the software. This approach attempts to increase the conversion rate.
 
After expiration of 30 days, the trial version is blocked for use and will remain until it is manually uninstalled. When installing
the full version, it can be automatically uninstalled.
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Software versions

BERNINA Embroidery Software Update Release Note 1 (V8.0T) (10.0MB)

SW Pre-Installation Instructions (3.3MB)

V8 Pre-Intallation Requirment Instructions (256KB)

BERNINA Embroidery Software Update Link: https://www.bernina.com/en-US/Support-10/Software/More/SW

We wish you many successful and creative moments with the Update 1.

Kind regards

Urs Schachenmann
Product Manager Accessories and Software


